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Toward improving water pipe leakage detection, we use an ESP32 board, sensors, and
Internet of Things (IoT) technology to achieve the flow rate detection and throttling of water. We
use a Message Queuing Telemetry Transport server as a broker to receive and transmit the flow
data and leakage alarm, respectively. The leakage detection and LINE notification are realized
using a Python program. For the information security of IoT, we use Galois/Counter Mode block
encryption for packaging IoT messages. The transmission speed of the encrypted message has
no notable difference from that of the unencrypted one when the content exceeds 1000 bytes.

1.

Introduction

Water is an indispensable resource for living creatures. It maintains the daily lives of human
beings and is also an integral part of the global environment. According to Water Resources
Agency statistics in Taiwan,(1,2) the average annual rainfall of Taiwan is as high as 2500 mm.
However, rain cannot be effectively stored and utilized owing to its high intensity in Taiwan and
Taiwan’s uneven seasonal distribution and steep terrain. In the Environment Sustainable Index
evaluation,(3) Taiwan is the 18th most water-scarce country in the world.
When Taiwan Water Corporation was established in 1963, the corporation adopted low-cost
economic management to increase the penetration rate of tap water quickly.(4) Many water
pipelines were old and in poor condition because of human and natural damage over the years.
There was severe water leakage, resulting in the loss of a large amount of water. In recent years,
global climate change has highlighted the importance of water resources. At present, the average
water fee in Taiwan is only 10.11 NT dollars per 1000 liters,(5) which is relatively cheap compared
with those in other developed countries. How to effectively use water resources is one of the
environmental sustainability issues currently being focused on in Taiwan.
With continuous technological advances, governments of various countries are actively
promoting the Internet of Things (IoT) industry through multiple methods and policies. The IoT
has addressed multiple needs in numerous fields. The number of IoT devices used in 2021 alone
was 48 billion units in the world.(6) The IoT has been applied in a wide range of locations
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including shopping malls, offices, factories, and private residences, and it is revolutionizing
industry. However, it is necessary to address its information security problems.
Water companies often use a gauge to record water consumption for water leakage detection.
However, a gauge cannot provide a real-time leakage alarm. Some researchers proposed the
detection of water pressure and flow rate to realize real-time leakage detection.(7–9) In recent
studies, a combination of microcontrollers, the IoT, and miniature sensors have been used to
detect water leakage and notify users.(10,11) Moreover, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/Transport
Layer Security (TLS) protocols are used in the encryption of IoT data.(12,13) It is necessary to
develop a water leakage detection method based on the IoT with a secure mechanism.
In this study, we took the leakage detection of a water pipe as the theme and realized the
throttling of water resources using IoT techniques. We used TLS encryption to increase data
transmission safety and notified the user of water leakage via a real-time LINE notification.

2.

Experimental Technologies

An ESP32 series development board manufactured by Espressif Information Technology was
used as a microcontroller in this study. The ESP32 board can be programmed and burned by
Arduino IDE. It has an additional CPU core and a large number of GPIO pins, and supports
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.2, and Bluetooth Low Energy at the same time. In this study, Hall sensors
were equipped on the ESP32 board and used to detect the flow rate of water. The ESP32 board
transmitted the data of the flow rate to a Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) server.
The leakage alarm was sent to the user via a LINE notification.
2.1

Water flow meter

Two water flow meters comprising a rotor with turbine blades were connected serially with
the water pipeline, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a). A small magnet was placed firmly at the end
of one of the blades of each flow meter. A Hall sensor near the blades outputted an electric pulse
as the magnet passed by, and the output pulse was obtained by the ESP32 board with a built-in
interrupt function as shown in Fig. 1(b). Then, we used the millis() function to obtain the
cumulative number of pulse signals per second, known as pulse frequency, for the Hall sensor.

Fig. 1.

(Color online) (a) Water flow meters based on Hall effect sensor. (b) Diagram of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 2.
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(Color online) (a) Overall experimental setup and (b) closer view of a flow meter.

When the fluid flowed, the friction of the bearing was assumed to be negligible so that the flow
rate was proportional to the rotational speed of the rotor and, consequently, the output pulse
frequency of the Hall sensor.(14)
2.2

Calibration method

Water with a known feed rate flowed through the pipe, and the ESP32 board recorded the
pulse frequency of the Hall sensor. Figure 3 shows the pulse frequencies under different water
flow rates. Then, the following relationship between the flow rate and the pulse frequency was
obtained by linear fitting:
Water flow rate [L/min] =

Pulse frequency [Hz]
.
7.1 [Hz ⋅ min/L]

(1)

For the detection of water leakage, at least two flow meters must be connected in series. The
flow rates were recorded simultaneously by two ESP32 boards. When there is a drop in the value
between the two flow meters, there is water leakage from the pipeline.
2.3

MQTT server

MQTT is a commonly used communication technology for the IoT and is based on Publish/
Subscribe and the TCP/IP protocol. In this study, we used the MQTT communication protocol to
transmit the monitoring data of the water flow to the server via a Wi-Fi connection. A broker is
also needed to implement the heavy message transmission protocol. We installed Mosquitto
open-source software as the broker on a PC and used MQTT certificate authentication as the
data encryption for the IoT devices. After the ESP32 boards sent the flow rate messages to the
MQTT server through the Wi-Fi connection, we used a Python program to determine whether
there was water leakage, then a LINE notification was sent to the user’s mobile phone.
In the MQTT message format, the header message, including the message type, transmission
quality (QoS), and so forth, only occupies two bytes. The main message content can be up to
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Fig. 3.

(Color online) Plot of pulse frequency versus water flow rate.

256 MB. In addition, clients only need to subscribe or publish topics to the agent, and each client
does not need to know the IP addresses of other clients.(15) Therefore, MQTT can achieve
lightweight communication with a small packet transmission volume in data transmission.
Figure 4 shows an example of the overall MQTT transmission process.
2.4

Message encryption

We used the SSL/TLS transmission security protocol to encrypt the message output from the
ESP32 board based on the MQTT transmission protocol. We then transmitted the message
entirely to the server and subsequent clients.(16)

3.

Results and Discussion

3.1

Detection of water leakage

The Arduino ESP32 board calculated the water flow rate from the pulse signal generated
from the Hall sensor and then sent the flow data through the MQTT communication protocol via
the Wi-Fi connection. Then, the flow data were saved as a CSV file on the MQTT server, as
shown in Fig. 5. Here, we subscribed to the MQTT message on the client side using a Python
program. Then, the LINE Notify service was used to send push notifications to the user’s mobile
phone.
Two flow meters, A and B, were used for leakage detection, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a).
We used a knife to slightly cut the plastic pipeline between the two flow meters to simulate water
leakage. The flow rate of the two meters was monitored simultaneously. A flow rate of flow
meter A higher than that of flow meter B indicates water leakage. When the leakage rate was
higher than 0.1 L/min, the leakage alarm was triggered. A LINE notification was automatically
sent to the users to inform them of the water leakage, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

3.2
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(Color online) MQTT transmission process.

Recorded CSV data file.

Fig. 6.

(Color online) LINE Notify alarm messages.

Information security of IoT

Flow meter B used TLS encryption during data transmission with the transmission port set to
8883. The other transmitted messages in plain text without encryption with the transmission port
set to 1883. Wireshark network packet monitoring software was installed on the MQTT broker
server to transmit and capture the IoT data.
Wireshark successfully retrieved the encrypted and unencrypted MQTT messages, as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Although one cannot solve the transmission data of the encrypted
IoT data, the unencrypted message clearly showed the transmission topic and flow data. For
example, according to Fig. 8, flow meter A sent out a message with a pulse frequency of 30 Hz
and a flow rate of 4.23 L/min.
It is crucial to maintain a certain data transmission speed. To evaluate the transmission
efficiency of the encrypted data, we forced the ESP32 client to continuously send messages to
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

(Color online) Encrypted message intercepted by Wireshark.

(Color online) Unencrypted message intercepted by Wireshark.

the MQTT server within 1 s. The transmission speed is plotted against the amount of information
in Fig. 9. One can observe that the greater the message content, the lower the transmission speed.
Also, the transmission speed was higher for the unencrypted process than for the encrypted one.
This may have resulted from the operation of the Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) block
encryption.(17–19) In the GCM block encryption, the message authentication code (MAC) value
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Transmission speeds of unencrypted (red dots) and encrypted (open black circles) messages
for different amounts of information.

should be added to the message, which requires 16 bytes to verify the identity.(20) When the
message content is small, adding the MAC value is more likely to affect the transmission speed,
resulting in a long time for the encryption process. However, when the message content exceeds
1000 bytes, one can ignore this time delay.
Unfortunately, the ESP32 board cannot be equipped with anti-virus software owing to its
architecture. If an attacker directly tampers with the internal code in the chip, it may be possible
to steal most of the program or data. We recommend that the source code of the network devices
be protected to prevent a third person from reading or modifying it.

4.

Conclusion

In this study, we showed that a Hall sensor is suitable for the detection of water flow rate and
leakage. A wireless flow meter based on the ESP32 board, combined with a Hall detector, can
instantly receive and process the sensor data and then issue a pipeline leakage alarm,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the flow meter for pipeline leakage detection. It is expected
that this method can effectively reduce the leakage of water pipelines. We successfully
demonstrated that IoT messages can be encrypted in MQTT transmission in the IoT field of
information security. A safe and confidential transmission environment prevented third parties
from intercepting or tampering with IoT devices during information transmission.
This study is in line with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and Taiwan’s
sustainable development targets and corresponding indicators for ensuring environmental
quality and the sustainable management of ecological resources.
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